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ABSTRACT
Technology is developing very rapidly and impacts all aspects, one of which is education. Based on these conditions, teachers must be able to conduct learning that is adaptive to technology. One of the utilization of technology in learning is learning media. IT-based learning media is very popular with students because it looks attractive and facilitates student understanding when learning. However, based on the facts, using technology media is not optimal. Based on these problems, this study aims to analyze the need for AR-based module development assisted by the Assemblr application. Researchers use qualitative methods. The data accumulation used by researchers is interviews, observations, and filling out online questionnaires. The results showed that 1) Students are already proficient in using cell phones and depend on gadgets. 2) Students like science learning on ecosystem material. 3) Students like colorful media such as videos. 4) The school needs to have its module. 5) Teachers and students must become more familiar with Augmented Reality technology. 6) Learning media that is often used package books and PPT so that it is less varied.
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INTRODUCTION
Education is a means of forming quality resources. The quality of education can be improved from several aspects, one of which is learning activities. One aspect that supports learning activities is learning media. Learning media is an intermediary for communication in learning activities to stimulate students’ minds so that the realization of the learning process and learning objectives can be adequately achieved. Anderson (1976) states that media are classified into ten types: audio media, print media, print audio media, print audio, silent visual projection, silent audio-visual projection, motion visual, motion audio visual, physical objects, human environment, and computers.
The learning process with learning media is inseparable. The role of learning media is very important in improving the quality of learning and can create an interesting and enjoyable learning process. As with the elementary school level, the learning media used certainly adjusts the user's age. Piaget states that elementary school students are in the concrete operational stage, so media is needed. So that elementary school children's learning tends to be concrete and tangible. Learning media is currently experiencing a very rapid development in this technological age.

Given that technology is currently developing, this certainly affects and cannot be separated in all aspects, one of which is education. One of the utilization of technology in education is learning media. The existence of technology-based interactive learning media has an important position in building students' potential. Technology-based learning media certainly has benefits, which can facilitate and strengthen the interaction between teachers and students and facilitate the course of learning so that effective and efficient learning can be created. Students need interactive learning media because it tends to be interesting and can increase learning motivation. So that it affects learning outcomes and students' memory in understanding the material.

Teacher innovation in the age of technology needs to be developed because learning media must be adaptive to the times. This is supported by the opinion of Opan Arifudin in his book, which states that educators need to follow the times; this is very important because everything will transform according to the times. Likewise, with
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education, teachers must be creative and innovative in creating fun and interactive learning. Teachers should be able to use technology-based media such as Android-based in learning.11

However, based on field facts obtained from observations, it is stated that learning runs effectively with simple media and learning resources. The primary learning resources used are textbooks by the current curriculum, and the often-used learning media is PPT. Variations in learning media are also carried out by displaying video media sourced from existing YouTube channels. The types of technology-based learning media vary greatly, but the media used are less varied, and sometimes students feel bored.12 This suggests that it is important to introduce a variety of technology-based learning media that students have never known before.

Behind the importance of technology-based media, conventional media also must be integrated into learning. Therefore, researchers want to combine conventional media with technology-based media, namely Augmented Reality (AR) based modules. AR-based technology is important because it can make it easier for students to understand abstract material. AR technology is a technology that can realize 3D virtual objects in the real world.13 AR-based media is very suitable for any lesson, especially in science. Some science lessons cannot be seen directly. With AR-based technology, students can see virtual objects visualized in the real world. Creating AR-based media certainly requires supporting applications, one of which is Assemblr. Assemblr is an application with Augmented Reality (AR) technology that is useful for creating 3D objects with markers that will be realized through the AR camera feature so that objects look real.14

The combination of conventional media with technology, applications used in making AR objects, and the focus of the material developed is the latest in this study. Based on the above problems, analyzing the needs of Augmented Reality (AR) based learning media is interesting to study. Hence, this research focuses on the needs or needs
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that are the basis for making AR-based media summarized in the article entitled: Needs Analysis For Developing An Augmented Reality-Based Ecosystem Module Assisted By Assemblr Application For Grade V Elementary School.

RESEARCH METHODS

This research uses qualitative methods. Qualitative methods are called naturalistic conditions because they are used in natural conditions. The researcher's position in this method is very important and is a crucial instrument. Data collection techniques are triangulated, data analysis is inductive, and qualitative research results emphasize meaning. This research was conducted in one of the elementary schools in Yogyakarta, with the research subjects being 20 elementary school teachers and 30 students grade v.

So, researchers analyze the need to manufacture Augmented Reality-based Ecosystem Modules assisted by the Assemblr application. The defining stage in this study aims to define the requirements in learning by analyzing the purpose of making products, analyzing material boundaries, and the needs needed. The data collection techniques used are interviews, observations, and the distribution of online questionnaires to teachers and students of class V Elementary School.

The interview is a data collection technique that obtains facts in the field to achieve goals by interacting directly between the two parties. This is done by asking a number of questions to the respondent. Observation is a data collection technique based on direct observation and recording systematic events, objects observed, etc., to obtain the necessary data per the research. Researchers made observations by surveying the intended class to determine the state of the field and distributing questionnaires to determine the data and the percentage of data obtained. Questionnaires can be called questionnaires, which can be interpreted as data collection techniques using several
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questions that respondents will answer according to their respective choices as a result of research.\textsuperscript{19} After obtaining the results, it is analyzed by comparing and strengthening with relevant previous research.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

RESULT

LEARNING MEDIA THAT TEACHERS OFTEN USE

All teachers who became research subjects with a percentage of 100\% stated that learning requires learning media. The role of media is very important because it makes it easier to convey material and increase learning motivation.\textsuperscript{20}
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\caption{Diagram 1
Percentage of learning media needs}
\end{figure}

However, students feel bored over time because the media used could be more innovative and varied. Field facts state that it cannot be denied that the most frequently used learning method is the lecture method. In explaining material to students, most teachers use the lecture learning method, which is very popular in Indonesia.\textsuperscript{21} However,
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teachers also try to vary learning by combining the methods of discussion, practicum, direct observation, question and answer, and practice questions.

Based on the data above, the role of technology in learning has yet to be maximized. However, teachers sometimes provide learning variations through direct observation, simple practicum, learning videos on the existing YouTube channel, and simple props. The majority of teachers utilize existing learning media. The ability and innovation of teachers in developing media needs to be improved. Based on field facts, teachers can use simple technology-based media such as PPT, Google Slides, teaching aids, videos, and audio-based PPT. Based on data obtained from Google Forms, 60% of teachers have been able to make simple media such as videos, teaching aids, and pictorial media, and 40% of teachers have not been able to create media.22

![Diagram 2](image)

**Diagram 2**  
Percentage of Teachers' Skill in Making Learning Media

The use of print media in learning is good, but there must be different variations. This is also supported by the teacher's opinion that the school has no module. The importance of developing media and introducing media more widely because there are still many types of technology-based media that teachers and students need to learn, one of which is Augmented Reality technology. Teachers and students need to become more familiar with AR. The facilities to create and implement AR in schools are fulfilling because the media can be created and used through cell phones. In addition, the school also provides wifi so that school facilities support AR-based learning. Science learning at
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school occurs simply with simple practicum, direct observation, and others, so AR can facilitate concrete, interesting learning and provide new experiences for teachers and students.

Technology-adaptive media, when combined with conventional media, is excellent. No matter how advanced technology is, print media is still important in learning. Based on these field facts, it is very important to discuss, and solutions must be given to improve the future.

**LEARNING MEDIA THAT STUDENTS ARE INTERESTED**

Science learning is one of the learning media that students are interested in because the material is relevant to their daily lives. This is supported by existing field facts, stating that students like science because learning is exciting, interesting, and can be seen in real life. However, not all science processes can be seen directly and require interactive learning media. Interactive and innovative media accompanied by print media with pictures, colors, animations, cartoons, nature, and videos greatly interest students. They find such media interesting, fun, exciting, and easy to remember.

Students in interviews stated that learning using interactive and varied media facilitates student understanding. Teachers' opinions also support this. The data proves that 100% of teachers who became research subjects stated that students are more active and easy to understand lessons through media. Students in the age of technology are adept at using cell phones. For gadgets to be useful for positive things, Android-based learning is needed. However, android-based learning must be balanced with conventional learning. Pictorial and colored print media are very attractive to students. The following statement reached a percentage of 95%. In addition, students like 3D media because it is interesting, moving, varied, and exciting. 3D objects can be implemented through AR technology. However, all fifth-grade students with a percentage of 100% need to become more familiar with AR technology.
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DISCUSSION

Based on the study's results, it can be analyzed that most teachers in learning use the lecture method. The lecture method does play an important role in explaining material to students, but it is better to use media. However, the facts state that, until now, some teachers still need to learn media facilities to use the lecture method. Teacher innovation in packaging learning is necessary for the implementation to be more varied so students feel bored. Students will become passive when learning takes place, so they need more motivation to understand. Students tend not to listen to the teacher when explaining the material, so the class becomes crowded because students chat with their friends.

In addition, by using the lecture method alone without media, the teacher will find it challenging to know the level of student understanding of the material that has been delivered. Students also become reluctant to ask questions during the question and answer session; no one asks, so it cannot guarantee the level of student understanding.

Elementary students prefer media accompanied by images or animations that have attractive colors. Classroom teachers also stated that the learning media students like are pictures, videos, animations, and others. Media with colorful images tend to be liked by students. It can be concluded that students enjoy digital-based media. However, they have yet to be able to maximize technology in the learning process.
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supported by research by Novia Lestari and RiniWirasty that the presentation of still simple learning is due to limited adaptation to technological developments and needs help in determining appropriate and effective learning media.\(^\text{34}\)

Based on field facts, learning media used in learning tends to be simple. Class V teachers in learning science use student books by the curriculum and companion books. In addition, teachers also use PowerPoint media and videos sourced from other people's YouTube channels as supporting media during learning.\(^\text{35}\) The YouTube application is the teacher's choice because it can explore various videos easily with only a phone.

The implementation of technology that is familiar in everyday life is phones. Phones are currently inseparable in everyday life, from children to teenagers to adults.\(^\text{36}\) Similarly, elementary school students in the digital era are proficient in cell phones. However, its use needs to be done properly. Students prefer to play games rather than looking for learning information, so student concentration tends to decrease.\(^\text{37}\) Observing these conditions, researchers want to create solutions to create interesting technology-based learning.

Given the increasingly advanced technological developments, researchers want to facilitate potential users in digital-based concrete learning to be more adaptive to technology.

Therefore, researchers took the initiative to make technology-based print learning media innovations in the form of Science modules based on Augmented Reality (AR) technology. Print media was chosen because it has several advantages, such as presenting information to readers,\(^\text{38}\) and is often used by teachers as the main teaching material\(^\text{39}\) in learning. However, the continuous use of printed media will make students bored.


\(^{35}\) Theacher Interview, January 31, 2023.


Therefore, the researchers made a module with a full-color design. In addition, the module is equipped with Augmented Reality images and markers that will produce 3D objects. The module was also chosen because elementary school has its module.\textsuperscript{40} In addition, researchers want to provide facilities for students to learn independently with this module.

Researchers chose Augmented Reality (AR) technology because all students and class teachers know nothing.\textsuperscript{41} In addition, researchers also want to provide new insights and experiences in learning. The utilization of AR can combine virtual and real-world objects. The objects listed on the module will be marked as markers, which will later be visualized through the AR Camera feature to bring up 3D objects on the phone screen.\textsuperscript{42} Augmented reality technology can present virtual objects in the real world to produce fun and interactive media for students.\textsuperscript{43} In addition, researchers also present video features in the module because children tend to like it, and make it easier for students to remember the material. This is also by the results of teacher interviews stating that students are very happy when learning with videos.\textsuperscript{44}

Researchers chose technology-based print media because print media is one of the developments of visual-based learning media, which can channel information through the sense of sight. In addition, graphic media also includes the development of visual media, where graphic media can be in images, photos, charts, etc., and print media can be in the form of OHT books and modules. The module is a learning needs program that includes learning objectives, teaching materials, learning methods, tools, learning resources, and evaluation.

The characteristics of the module include (1) self-instructional, which means the module can make students learn independently. (2) self-contained, which means the material’s content; (3) stand-alone, which means the module can be used without relying on other media. (4) adaptive means that the module must be adapted to technology

\textsuperscript{40} Teacher Interview, January 31, 2023.
\textsuperscript{41} Teacher and Student Interview, January 31, 2023.
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development. (5) user-friendly, which means the module is easy to use by students. The following is a product manufacturing design:

AR Module Cover Sample

![AR Module Cover Sample](image)

**Figure 1.**
Module Cover

AR Object Creation Plan

![AR Object Creation Plan](image)

**Figure 2**
The Process Of Making Ar-Based 3D Objects

AR Object Sample
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The result of AR-Based 3D Object Creation

Sample of How to Use AR Technology in Modules

Figure 3.

How to Realize Virtual Objects With AR Technology

Sample Video Features in Module

Figure 4.

How to Open Videos in The Module

The material selection in this module focuses on science subjects on ecosystem material. Elementary school students tend to be happier when learning things related to nature because the material that students learn can be seen directly so that concrete learning can be created. The material specifications taken are the components of the ecosystem. The material was chosen because it tends to be close to the surrounding environment, so students can more easily understand it. However, not all ecosystem materials, such as desert ecosystems, marine ecosystems, tundra ecosystems, and others, can be seen directly at school. Therefore, researchers include 3D objects and videos in
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the module so that they can be realized in the real world in real-time so that students can see digital objects directly. The choice of product type, material, and technology is the key to novelty in this research.

CONCLUSION

Based on the research results, it can be concluded that a needs analysis has been obtained from the field. The needs analysis from the teacher's point of view states that the school still needs to have a self-made module, learning methods are less varied, learning media often used are textbooks, PPT, and videos sourced from YouTube, and teachers are unfamiliar with AR technology. At the same time, the needs analysis from the student's point of view states that students today cannot be separated by gadgets and are already proficient in using the phone. Students love science subjects, but the lack of variety of methods results in bored students, happy with colorful learning media such as images and videos, and lack of familiarity with Augmented Reality technology among students. Therefore, researchers want to plan the creation of AR-based media to provide learning solutions so that it can run effectively and efficiently.
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